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PREFACE
"What do we want?, " shouts a male voice over the moving image of a group of lowland peasants heading a march. "The Constituent Assembly!, " chants the crowd. While a man waves a flag representing the state of Santa Cruz, two men and a woman carry a large sign that advocates for the Assembly. "When?, " the man shouts again. "Nooow!, " the multitude responds. The mass of people occupies a narrow downtown street in La Paz. Titles on the screen indicate that this scene was recorded in 2002, when the march organized by the Bolivian Indigenous Peoples' Confederation (cidob, Confederación de Pueblos Indígenas de Bolivia) gained stronger attention to their claim for a national constituent assembly in Bolivia. The sequence cuts to another march image, from 2005, this time showing a multitude winding along a road surrounded by an ochre Andean landscape.
These images constitute the initial sequence of Todos en el camino (Everybody on the way, 2008), a film documenting the march that peasant, indigenous, miner, worker, and other social organizations made over the course of ten days to the city of La Paz in October 2008 to support the call for a referendum to approve the new constitutional text. This text resulted from the Constituent Assembly process developed from 2006 to 2008. The film was produced by indigenous media makers who took part in the nongovernmental National Plan of Indigenous Audiovisual Communication (Plan Nacional Indígena Originario de Comunicación Audiovisual), an initiative that has worked since 1997 with indigenous
Buy the Book xii Preface communities and with the peasant and indigenous confederations to produce and disseminate videos that build on their social and political realities.1 Like many other films produced by the Plan Nacional, this one presents the Constituent Assembly process as an unusual achievement of different sectors' organizations in which indigenous and peasant struggles have played a key role. As in many other Plan Nacional films, struggle, enthusiasm, and unity seem to be motors of social transformation. Altogether, sound, interviews, and images in this film create a sense of coherence and unity, summarized for instance in the image of the crowd composed of heterogeneous groups marching on a single road, which is displayed as the prevailing metaphor of the moment, namely, the unique coalition of divergent social sectors for a common political goal.
During my field research in Bolivia from 2005 to 2007, I witnessed on a daily basis some of the processes through which these kinds of images were crafted not just for producing films but also for advancing a commonsensical idea about an unprecedented participation of indigenous people in national politics and about the presumed positive implications of a plurinational state. Simultaneously, I was able to track some of the tensions that lay behind these celebrated images of unity, for instance, during endless debates that indigenous and peasant unions undertook to write their proposal for the Constituent Assembly (Pacto de Unidad, 2006),2 or during the negotiations among indigenous media makers about how to fairly depict a gender, territorial, or justice conflict in their films. These tensions, which have become more evident after the initial effervescence around the electoral triumph of Morales, involve the fact that "indigeneity shift [ed] from being a language of opposition to the language of governance" (Canessa 2012, 32) .
Inspired by the dynamic relationship between films like the one just described and the political reality of Bolivia, this book analyzes indigenous video production and circulation as one medium through which different indigenous sectors are currently articulating a national language of indigeneity (see Himpele 2008, xv) . This study involves the challenge of recognizing how indigenous claims appeal to often contradictory notions of ethnicity, either as a historical legacy of oppression or as an issue of
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Preface xiii cultural identity. Bearing this challenge in mind, I analyze the social and political contexts that underlie the production and circulation of indigenous films in Bolivia: Who produces them and why? Who are the intended audiences? What are the implications of labeling this kind of film production as indigenous? How do these images comment on, inform, or transform the reality in which they were produced? And how do they contribute to legitimizing or questioning a new state project that says it represents indigenous peoples' interests?
Early conversations with indigenous media makers and leaders who participated in this study affirmed an extraordinary sense of political possibility and hope. Most people with whom I spoke in Bolivia were convinced not only that important historical changes were taking place but also that they, by their daily actions, were key participants in building the political future of the nation. This book focuses on how indigenous media makers have taken part, with their own communicational work, in normalizing the idea of a stronger indigenous participation in national transformations. Although centered on indigenous media, my analysis builds on some of the consequences of normalizing this idea, namely, the ways in which specific claims about indigeneity acquire more relevance than others for the new government and therefore contribute to reproducing internal forms of stratification.
This study is temporally situated in a complex transitional moment. In less than four years, but of course through longer historical struggles, indigenous people from Bolivia, together with strong worker and peasant movements, managed to topple presidents Gonzalo Through an ethnographic follow-up of film production and circulation processes within the Plan Nacional, and through visual analysis of selected productions,4 I point to the crucial role of indigenous media in adding to political imaginaries, a concept which, as used by Susan Buck-Morss (2002, 12) , constitutes a "visual field" of political possibility. From this view, indigenous media forms an innovative feature of political practices by generating spaces for disagreement during film production-a process that I describe as "intervening in reality"-as well as by constructing new audiences through its distribution practices. By referring to the political past, challenging the present, and imagining possible futures, fictional and documentary videos reenact the continuities and ruptures of national political projects in particular ways.
Through a particular case of indigenous media production, this book examines how such reenactments, which constitute political uses of history and ongoing realities, are paradoxically central to both the indigenous movements' claims and the state through current notions of indigeneity. 
Indigenous Communication as a Site of Politics
My take on indigenous communication as a site of politics draws attention to the possibilities of filmmaking in producing or transforming social relations. Although this perspective partly involves analyzing how indigenous peoples have adopted media as a tool to put forward their political claims in Bolivia, I am mostly interested in understanding how such processes have also contributed to crafting predominant ideas about indigeneity, or common understandings of who indigenous peoples are and what their rights are within a specific historical moment.1
To this purpose, I discuss how the imaginative quality of videos contributes to the generation of political imaginaries and oppositional practices among both indigenous media makers and their publics in the current efforts toward "refounding" the state. This analysis draws from Susan Buck-Morss's take on "political imaginary. " Building on the work of Russian philosophers Valerii Podoroga and Elena Petrovskaia, Buck-Morss explains it as "a topographical concept" that implies not "a political logic but a political 'landscape, ' a concrete visual field in which political actors are positioned" (2002, (11) (12) .2 In other words, the political imaginary is "an iconographic, visual representation of the political terrain" (22) that is deeply related to Benjamin's concept of "dreamworld, " namely, a "collective mental state . . . that was central to his theory of modernity as the reenchantment of the world" (x) and which, as a collective utopian desire, involves a commitment to envisioning alternative futures. The understanding of political imaginary as a visual field of possibility allows for grounding visually two aspects related to indigenous communication.3 One is its definition as a site of "politics, " namely, a space that generates debate, negotiation, and disagreement about reality to render material, through film production, into alternative national landscapes that become references for political action toward the future. The second one is about understanding the Plan Nacional as part of a major engagement of civil society-organized into influential social movements-with the national project, with current notions of indigeneity, and with the contentious Bolivian state.
From this perspective, I suggest that indigenous communication does more than document culture and recover indigenous elements to reinforce cultural identities. My argument is that it is a crucial medium for articulating specific forms of political imagination, namely, for materializing political landscapes through audiovisual images. Building on Lauren Berlant's ideas about the role of affect and emotion in shaping political hopes (2011), I argue that the possibilities of audiovisual technologies for publicly mobilizing affects constitute a fascinating site to analyze how imaginaries about indigeneity have gained such a political weight in Bolivia. Such affects weave together personal and political experience but also historical, academic, and political references that have become central to indigenous rights' claims. An example of these references is the mobilization of the Ayllu concept, a traditional Andean form of territorial and political organization that is present in various indigenous films and which was one of the fundamental references of self-determination within the Constituent Assembly process. As Rossana Barragán (2008) points out, the affective and political mobilization of this concept is based both on current community structures in some Andean regions and on international and Aymara academic research on this subject dating from the 1970s and 1980s, which soon became relevant for Andean social movements and organizations.
My study draws from the growing anthropological and cultural studies literature on indigenous media. Since their emergence in the early 1990s, indigenous media initiatives throughout the world immediately caught the attention of academic research, which has mostly documented the
